
Covid 19 Return To Hockey Step 5

In line with Government guidance and England Hockey Step 5 guidance groups of up to 30 individuals may participate in physical activity including full contact training and matches.  Burton HC will 

make provision for it's members to use the Ellis Astro facility for taking part in hockey activity in line with this guidance.  The situation will be monitored and as guidance changes additional activity 

may be allowed.

Guidelines for Players

Players who have symptoms of Covid 19 or are from a household that is isolating must not attend.

All persons entering the pitch must confirm they have conducted a COVID self assessment prior to attending and are symptom free.

Please try to arrive no more than 5 min before the session start time or planned meet time for matches.

There are toilet facilities in the Leisure centre, please follow any signage or rules when using them, at this time the changing rooms remain closed so please arrive ready to play.

On arrival for training players must wait outside of the Ellis whilst maintaining a social distance of 2m until they are invited onto the pitch.

On arrival for matches players must not enter the Ellis until the scheduled meet time and wait in the Home team holding area until the preceding game has finished whilst observing social distancing.

A one way system will be operating; enter the pitch on the left hand side of the main gate and exit the pitch via the half way gate.

On entering the pitch players must sanitise their hands, register their attendance and confirm they are symptom free.  This data will be sent to England Hockey and kept for 3 weeks for track and 

trace purposes.

Jamie Cooper is the Club's registered COVID Officer who will provide the data to England Hockey.

Players will place any personal items such as stick bags and drinks at the side of the pitch keeping a distance of 2m from others and will leave them there until the end of the session.  It is 

recommended that players bring as little onto the pitch as possible, ideally a stick, a drink and any required medical equipment.  

The dugouts and admin hut are out of use during training so there is no cover in the event of wet weather.

During training activities players must maintain social distancing at all times, unless the activity requires contact.

During matches players should maintain social distancing where possible and avoid unnecessary delays to play.

Players must not spit and should avoid shouting or coughing when other players are nearby.

There should be no unnecessary contact such as hand shakes, high fives etc.

At the end of the training session or match players should leave the pitch and remove any personal items including any rubbish, e.g. drinks bottles.

Players who do not follow this guidance wil be warned by the session leader and asked to leave the facility if they continue not to comply.

Any player who is subsequently diagnosed with Covid 19 must inform the Club so that other members can be notified.

Additional Guidelines for Coaches

Coaches are responsible for taking a register of all participants and ensuring the general guidelines are implemented.

You must arrive before the start time to prepare the pitch for the session, e.g. coned areas are in place, a first aid kit is available and hand sanitiser is available.

Additional Guidelines for Visiting Teams

Please do not arrive at the Ellis astro more than 30 min before the scheduled match start time.

There are toilet facilities in the Leisure centre, please follow any signage or rules when using them, at this time the changing rooms remain closed so please arrive ready to play.

Please wait in the Away Team holding area until the preceding match has finished and players have started to leave whilst observing social distancing.

Only players and officials may enter the Ellis, any parents, spectators etc must remain outside of the main fence and observe social distancing.

Please sanitise your hands on entering and exiting the pitch.

Please follow the one way system for pitch entry and exit.

The dug outs may be used but please minimise player contact with them and maintian social distancing.

Please take any rubbish, e.g. drinks bottles, home with you.

Unfortunately we are unable to provide post-match refreshments at this time.



Additional Match Guidelines for Captains

For home games please meet your squad outside of the Ellis fence and then wait in the Home team holding area no more than 30 min before the scheduled start time maintianing social distancing 

and do not enter the pitch until the preceding match has finished.

For away games please arrange to meet your squad at an appropriate location where social distancing can be maintained and respect current Government guidance on sharing transport, this should 

be avoided where possible.  If it is necessary to provide transport only one other household should be involved, wear face masks, keep the windows open for ventilation.

Assume there will be no changing faciltities available and make sure your team travel ready to play.

Confirm all squad members have self assessed for COVID and are symptom free.

At the end of the game please ensure all players leave the pitch promptly and then wipe the bench and frame of the dug out in preparation for the next team.

Send a copy of the team sheet to Jamie Cooper after the match.

Additional Guidelines for Parents/Guardians

Parents/Guardians may drop their child off at the facility entrance but they will not be allowed into the spectator area and must remain in the car park or outside of the fence until the training 

session or match has finished.

Please make sure your child understands the social distancing requirements and requirements for the session.

Please observe social distancing and Government guidance whilst watching.

For U14s a Parent/Guardian must remain in the car park in case of an injury or if the child needs to leave the pitch.

In the event of an emergency a Parent/Guardian will be asked to enter the playing area but will be asked to maintain social distancing from other members.


